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Interactive Forms Settings

You can tailor the Interactive Forms component for your particular situation by selecting which form elements, handlers, routers, and validators are 
available for creating forms. Making one or more of these items unavailable is useful if you want to prevent it from being used, if you only use a subset of 
all the available form elements, handlers and/or routers or you want to simplify the user interface.
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Interactive Forms Configuration

In the Settings menu you can decide which form elements, handlers, routers, and validators are available for creating forms. This makes it possible to 
control which items can be used in a form.

Follow these steps to configure Interactive Forms:

In XperienCentral, navigate to .Configuration > Interactive Forms
In the Interactive Forms component, navigate to .Maintain > Settings
To make a form element, handler, router or validator unavailable, clear the checkbox next to it.
Repeat the above step for each item you want to make unavailable.
Click [Apply].

To make a form element, handler, router, or validator once again available, select the checkbox next to it.
Click [Apply].
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Favorite Handlers

The ability to mark a handler as a favorite was introduced in XperienCentral version 10.19.1

It is possible to mark handlers and  as favorites. When a handler is marked as a favorite, it will appear in the top part of the list of available handler variants
handlers in a form step's properties. This is useful if you enable all or most of the available handlers and want to make it easier for editors to find the most 
often used handlers in the list. It is also useful if you simply want to highlight one or more handlers by ensuring that they are always at the top of the list of 
available handlers. If you mark multiple handlers as a favorite, they will appear at the top of the list of handlers in ascending alphabetical order. Favorites 
are channel dependent which means that other channels can have a different set of favorites.

Marking a Handler as a Favorite

Beginning in XperienCentral version 10.19.1, you can mark handlers as favorites to make them always appear at the top of the list of available 
handlers.

If you make an item unavailable that is already used in a form, it will remain part of that form. Form elements that have been made 
unavailable but which exist in a form can still be copied to the Interactive Forms Clipboard and pasted within that form and in other 
forms.

https://wiki.gxsoftware.com/wiki/display/PD/Form+Variants
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To mark a handler as a favorite, follow these steps:

Navigate to  in the Interactive Forms panel.Maintain > Settings
Click the star next to the handler(s) you want to make a favorite. The star turns orange indicating that the handler is a favorite. For example:

Click [  In this example you would see the two handlers "Send confirm registration mail" and "Send Email (page)" in the favorites section at Apply].
the top of the list for a form step:
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Marking a Handler Variant as a Favorite

To mark a handler variant as a favorite, follow these steps:

Navigate to in the Interactive Forms panel.Maintain > Variants 
Select the handler variant you want to mark as a favorite from the list of handler variants.
Click the star next to "Favorite". The star turns orange indicating that the handler is marked as a favorite. For example:

Click [Apply]. In this example you would see the variant "Load from querystring variant" in the favorites section at the top of the list for a form step:
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HTML5 Validation

The following applies to XperienCentral versions R33 and higher.

XperienCentral is migrating the form fragment presentations to the HTML 5 input types. Some of these fields have a default validation method in the 
browser. In order to enable this we've added a new presentation property on the FormStep presentation called "Enable HTML 5 default validation". This 
property is disabled by default and therefore adds a  attribute to the form tag of the form. If you want to  enable the default HTML5 validation, novalidate
create a design template variant for the FormStep presentation and set the value to "Yes". Follow these steps:

Navigate to .Configuration > Design Templates
Select "FormStep" from the Scope drop-down list.
Select "FormStep" from the Design Template drop-down list.
Click [New Design Template Variant].
Define the properties for the new variant and select "Yes" for "Enable HTML 5 default validation":
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6.  Save the variant.
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